1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The investigation of resting state networks via functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has become widely prevalent in recent years. These networks, which are defined by their unique patterns of spontaneous fluctuations in the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response, are frequently examined to dissociate patient groups from neurotypical controls and to help illuminate the neurological consequences of disorders, including Alzheimer\'s disease ([@bb0105]), schizophrenia ([@bb0255]), depression ([@bb0175]), and more ([@bb0045], [@bb0185]). This tool has also been applied to the study of tinnitus, the chronic perception of a sound without an objective source ([@bb0125]).

Despite the emergence of many studies of tinnitus using resting state fMRI (for example, [@bb0030], [@bb0165], [@bb0160], [@bb0145], [@bb0150]), only general trends of tinnitus\' effect on connectivity have been found. As described by [@bb0125], these trends include auditory-limbic interactions, alterations to attention-related networks, and changes in default mode network (DMN) connectivity. Since the publication of the [@bb0125] review, many other studies have been conducted (e.g., [@bb0225], [@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0115], [@bb0145], [@bb0150]), and many of them have found results that fit into the suggested categories. More frequently, though, each additional study has provided at least one novel result and often has failed to replicate the findings of older literature.

Two of the more conspicuous examples of discrepancies within the literature include the studies of [@bb0135], [@bb0065], [@bb0250], and [@bb0200]. First, in the [@bb0135] study, the authors found lower functional connectivity scores between the left and right primary auditory cortices in tinnitus patients compared to controls, as well as increased functional connectivity between the auditory network and the amygdala. However, another group ([@bb0065]), using the same analysis technique and a larger group of participants, was unable to replicate this finding. [@bb0200] and [@bb0250] were also inconsistent. [@bb0200] noted several alterations to different resting state networks in non-bothersome tinnitus patients, whose scores on the Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI) ([@bb0180]) ranged from 0 to 22 (mean 8.33 ± 6.76). Such results included increased connectivity between the auditory network and the parahippocampus, as well as decreased correlations between the DMN and the precuneus, in patients with tinnitus when compared to normal hearing and hearing loss controls. [@bb0250] used a different analysis technique but a similar population of non-bothersome tinnitus patients (with THI scores ranging from 0 to 24, mean 9.58 ± 6.41), yet found no connectivity alterations in this group compared to the controls.

Differences across studies are influenced in part by the diverse nature of the analysis techniques used. Another element to be considered, however, is the heterogeneity within the tinnitus population. Percepts are incredibly variable, differing in loudness, pitch, timbre, and where the sound is perceived (right ear, left ear, center of head). Additionally, patients within studies often differ in the length of time they had their percept (which we refer to as the tinnitus duration), an important factor when considering possible plasticity and habituation. Perhaps most importantly, the reaction patients have to their tinnitus differs; most patients are not bothered by their percept, but some are very disturbed by it, with strong consequences on quality of life and emotional state ([@bb0070]).

Different subgroups of tinnitus with various combinations of behavioral characteristics could exhibit varying patterns of resting state functional connectivity. We have previously published findings relating to one such trait, tinnitus duration ([@bb0040]). In that study, we compared a group of patients with mild tinnitus who had developed tinnitus recently, having had their percept for \> 6 months but less than one year, to another group of patients with mild tinnitus that had their tinnitus for \> one year. We examined three resting state networks (the DMN, dorsal attention, and auditory networks) and the only significant result was found in the DMN; patients with long-term tinnitus had decreased connectivity between seed regions and the precuneus when compared to the recent-onset group. This finding echoes the results found by [@bb0200], which compared the same long-term group from [@bb0040] to control groups without tinnitus, and suggests that this disruption to the DMN is not immediate but occurs over time in patients.

In the current study, we examined an additional tinnitus characteristic\'s effect on resting state connectivity: tinnitus severity. Tinnitus severity in resting state studies has been variable, ranging from mild to catastrophic ([@bb0125]); it could therefore help to explain the differing results. The existing literature seems to suggest that tinnitus severity has a significant impact on the resting state ([@bb0030], [@bb0165], [@bb0250]). However, tinnitus groups with different severities have yet to be directly compared.

Additionally, whereas identifying the differences in resting state functional connectivity between tinnitus subgroups is useful, identifying alterations consistent across subgroups is equally important. Such invariant alterations in connectivity could serve as markers of tinnitus and, eventually, as diagnostic tools. This paper therefore has two goals: first, to identify differences in resting state functional connectivity due to tinnitus severity to supplement our previous findings related to duration, and second, to identify potential markers of tinnitus across varying subgroups by combining participants across studies.

To achieve the first goal, we compared resting state functional connectivity in a group of patients with mild, long-term tinnitus to a group with bothersome, long-term tinnitus. To achieve the second, we also performed a large-scale analysis of variance examining multiple tinnitus subgroups and controls. These groups include the mild, long-term and bothersome, long-term tinnitus groups from the current study, as well as the mild, recent-onset tinnitus group from [@bb0040], the mild, long-term tinnitus group from [@bb0200], and the normal hearing and hearing loss control groups from [@bb0200]. For both goals, we used the same analysis techniques we have used previously and examined the same three resting state networks: the DMN, the dorsal attention network (DAN), and the auditory network (AUD) ([@bb0200], [@bb0040]).

This study therefore builds on our previous work in several key ways. First, we addressed the variable of tinnitus severity by comparing two new groups of tinnitus patients with differing severity scores. The large-scale analysis of variance of the six participant groups across our studies gave us the added benefit of comparing the groups from the current severity analysis to controls. It also allowed us to compare two mild, long-term tinnitus groups collected on different MRI scanners to examine the consistency of resting state functional connectivity in these similar subgroups. Finally, it allowed us to compare the mild, recent-onset group to both the controls from [@bb0200], as well as to a group of patients with bothersome tinnitus.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Approval for this study was obtained from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Institutional Review Board (UIUC IRB). Participants were recruited from the Urbana-Champaign area and were scanned under the UIUC IRB 10144 or 12896 protocols. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant and they were suitably compensated.

Six groups of participants were included in this study, including four tinnitus groups. These groups included a subgroup of 13 patients with mild, long-term tinnitus (MLTIN_1; age 55.00 ± 6.97, 3 F); a subgroup of 12 patients with mild, recent-onset tinnitus (MRTIN; age 48.38 ± 12.15, 8 F); a subgroup of 17 patients also with mild, long-term tinnitus (MLTIN_2; age 51.65 ± 11.79, 4 F); and a subgroup of 15 subjects with bothersome, long-term tinnitus (BLTIN; 50.07 ± 10.23, 7 F). The MLTIN groups differ in that data were collected on two different Siemens MRI magnets. Two control groups were also included in the study: one with hearing loss matched to the MLTIN_1 group (HL; 57.62 ± 9.39, 8 F) and another with normal hearing (NH; 53.00 ± 8.73, 6 F) at all testing frequencies. The groups did not significantly differ in age or gender (age: *F*(5,79) = 1.55, *p* = 0.18; gender: *F*(5,79) = 1.65, *p* = 0.16).

Note that the resting state data for the MLTIN_1, HL and NH groups were analyzed independently of the other groups in a previous paper ([@bb0200]). A resting state analysis contrasting the MLTIN_1 and MRTIN groups was also previously performed ([@bb0040]). See [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for a summary of demographic information. Please note that tinnitus duration was treated as a categorical variable; participants were labeled as having had tinnitus for \> 6 months but \< 1 year, or as having had tinnitus for \> 1 year. More detailed duration information was only recorded for some participants and is not included here.Table 1Demographic information for all subject groups.Table 1GroupAgeGenderHandednessBAIBDI-IIPure tone average (both ears)THITinnitus durationLateralityNH53.00 ± 8.736 F; 9 M1 L; 14 R1.13 ± 1.301.60 ± 2.2013.60 ± 8.40N/AN/AN/AHL57.62 ± 9.398 F; 5 M1 L; 12 R1.84 ± 1.863.46 ± 4.4128.54 ± 19.73N/AN/AN/AMRTIN48.38 ± 12.158 F; 5 M1 L; 12 R3.62 ± 1.954.69 ± 2.3117.71 ± 18.9316.46 ± 4.63\> 6 months, but \< 1 year3 bilateral; 1 unilateralMLTIN_155.00 ± 6.973 F; 9 M1 L; 11 R1.42 ± 1.731.25 ± 2.0524.64 ± 15.478.33 ± 6.76\> 1 year8 bilateral; 2 leftMLTIN_251.65 ± 11.794 F; 13 M1 L; 16 R1.53 ± 2.471.97 ± 2.3821.49 ± 18.459.41 ± 4.73\> 1 year15 bilateral; 1 leftBLTIN50.07 ± 10.237 F; 8 M4 L; 11 R4.87 ± 3.255.47 ± 4.2931.07 ± 20.6229.47 ± 10.89\> 1 year13 bilateral; 1 right[^1]

To be included in the study, participants were required to be between the ages of 30 and 70, with no hyperacusis as assessed via an in-house questionnaire, loudness discomfort levels, and in the case of the MLTIN_2 and BLTIN groups, the Khalfa Hyperacusis questionnaire ([@bb0130]). All participants were required to be free of neurological disorders, Meniere\'s disease, temporomandibular joint disorders, depressive or anxious symptoms, and other neurological issues or chronic physical diseases. No participants were undergoing treatment for tinnitus at the time of study participation. Normal hearing and hearing loss controls were age-, gender-, and in the case of the hearing loss group, hearing threshold-matched to the MLTIN_1 group.

2.2. Measures {#s0020}
-------------

Tinnitus severity was classified according to the Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI) ([@bb0180]). THI scores were collected twice for each participant, both at a hearing assessment and prior to being scanned. All scores listed in this paper are based on the measurement taken on the scan date. The MLTIN_1 group had scores ranging from 0 to 22 (average 8.33, standard deviation 6.76). The MRTIN group had the most variable THI scores, ranging from 0 to 34 (average 16.46, standard deviation 10.17); this was significantly different from the other mild tinnitus groups (with MLTIN_1, *t*(21) = − 2.37, *p* = 0.027; with MLTIN_2, *t*(16) = − 2.32, *p* = 0.034), but still within the mild clinical category of the THI.

Scores for the MLTIN_2 group were very similar to MLTIN_1, ranging from 0 to 18 (average 8.33, standard deviation 6.76). Note that the MLTIN_1 and MLTIN_2 groups did not significantly differ in THI score (*t*(18) = 1.73, *p* = 0.64). The BLTIN group had scores in the "mild" to "moderate" categories of the THI, which include scores in the 18--36 and 38--56 range respectively (range 18--50, average 29.47, standard deviation 10.89). Group THI information is listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. A THI score of 18 was the cutoff for deciding whether participants were included in the BLTIN or MLTIN_2 groups. If a participant had a score of exactly 18 on the day of the MRI scan, they were grouped according to their THI score from the day of the hearing test; if the score at the hearing assessment was \> 18, they were placed in the BLTIN group, and if the score was \< 18, they were placed in the MLTIN_2 group.

Audiological assessments were completed for each subject. Pure tone thresholds were measured at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 kHz. Pure tone averages across both ears and all measured frequencies for all groups are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Incomplete audiometric data was collected for the MRTIN group as reported in [@bb0040]; the listed pure tone threshold is based on measurements from six participants. Hearing thresholds did not differ significantly between the HL, MLTIN_1, MRTIN, MLTIN_2, and BLTIN groups (*F*(4, 58) = 1.69, *p* = 0.16).

Tinnitus was primarily bilateral across all groups; this information can be found in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Note that this data is unavailable for two MLTIN_1 participants, one MLTIN_2 participant, one BLTIN participant, and nine MRTIN participants. Also, for one MRTIN participant, it is unknown whether their unilateral tinnitus was in the left or right ear.

Depression and anxiety were assessed via the Beck Depression (BDI-II) and Beck Anxiety (BAI) inventories, respectively. All participants indicated scores in the "minimal" clinical category for the BDI-II and were either in the "minimal" or "mild" categories for the BAI. Scores on both questionnaires were significantly different across groups according to a one-way analysis of variance (BDI-II: *F*(5,79) = 3.71, *p* = 0.0046; BAI: *F*(5,79) = 5.68, *p* = 0.00016). These scores are also listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

2.3. Data acquisition {#s0025}
---------------------

During resting state scans, subjects were instructed to lay still and fixate on a cross for the duration of the scan, which was continuous and lasted approximately 5 min. All participants were given ear plugs and headphones to wear during the scans. Lights in the scanner room were on, on the second-lowest setting of a 4-level dimmer. The first four images were discarded prior to preprocessing, leaving 146 volumes for analysis.

Data were collected on two different magnets due to decommissioning of one magnet during data collection. The MLTIN_1, MRTIN, NH and HL groups\' data were collected on a 3 T Siemens Magentom Allegra MRI head-only scanner. A gradient echo-planar (EPI) sequence with axial orientation was used to collect functional data (repetition time \[TR\] = 2000 ms, echo time \[TE\] = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, 32 slices, voxel size = 3.4 × 3.4 × 4.0 mm^3^). A high-resolution, T1-weighted, sagittal MPRAGE image was collected (TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.83 ms, flip angle = 9°, 160 slices, voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.2 mm^3^), as was a T2-weighted, axial TSE image (TR = 7260 ms, TE = 98 ms, flip angle = 150°, 32 slices, voxel size = 0.9 × 0.9 × 4.0 mm^3^).

The MLTIN_2 and BLTIN groups\' data were collected on a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Trio full-body scanner. On this magnet, the EPI sequence used the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 90°, 38 slices, voxel size = 2.5 × 2.5 × 3.0 mm^3^. As for the other groups, a low-resolution T2-weighted structural image (TR = 3400 ms, TE = 64.0 ms, flip angle = 120°, 38 slices, voxel size = 1.2 × 1.2 × 3.0 mm^3^) and a high-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE (TR = 2300 ms, TE = 3.84 ms, flip angle = 9°, 160 slices, voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.2 mm^3^) were collected.

2.4. Analysis {#s0030}
-------------

Preprocessing of the fMRI data was performed using Statistical Parametric Software (SPM8, [@bb0235], [http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8){#ir0005}). First, slice-timing correction was performed; scanning was ascending. The images were then realigned to the mean fMRI image using a 6-parameter rigid-body transformation to correct for subject head motion. Two coregistration steps followed the motion correction: a 12-parameter affine transformation was used to align the TSE image to the mean fMRI image, and then, the MPRAGE image was aligned to the TSE image. Next, the MPRAGE image was normalized to an MNI template using a nonlinear warp transformation, which was then also used on the realigned fMRI images. Finally, the normalized, realigned fMRI images were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 10 × 10 × 10 mm^3^.

Following this pre-processing in SPM, seeding analysis was performed using the Functional Connectivity Toolbox (Conn) ([@bb0245]) for MATLAB. Before executing this analysis, additional pre-processing was done in Conn, including segmentation of the MPRAGE images (which Conn does via SPM8 commands). Time courses associated with white matter and cerebrospinal fluid found as a result of this segmentation and the motion regressors created during the realignment step of preprocessing were regressed out of the data. Additionally, a band-pass filter from 0.008 to 0.08 Hz was applied.

An analysis technique employed in earlier studies ([@bb0200], [@bb0040]) was implemented in the current work. Seed-to-voxel analysis was performed to assess functional connectivity. Multiple seed regions were used to represent each network examined. Seeds for the AUD were located in the left and right primary auditory cortices. In the DMN, seeds were placed in the medial prefrontal cortex and posterior cingulate cortex. Finally, in the DAN, seeds were located in the bilateral frontal eye fields and bilateral intraparietal sulci. Seed regions were represented as spheres of 8 mm radius and were created in Marsbar ([@bb0020]). The precise coordinates of all seeds are listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Seed regions used for the resting state connectivity analyses.Table 2NetworkSeed regionCoordinates (MNI)xyzAuditoryLeft primary auditory cortex55− 229Right primary auditory cortex− 41− 276Default modeMedial prefrontal cortex85919Posterior cingulate cortex− 2− 5025Dorsal attentionLeft posterior intraparietal sulcus− 23− 7046Right posterior intraparietal sulcus26− 6253Left frontal eye field− 25− 1154Right frontal eye field27− 1154[^2]

Correlation maps of the whole brain were created for each seed for each subject. These individual seed maps were examined together, assessing the main effect of source ROI using a between-sources contrast in Conn. Thus, in the case of the DMN and AUD, the single subject correlation map was a combination of two seeds, and for the DAN, it was a combination of four seeds. These combined correlation maps were z-transformed before group averages were computed to enable across-group comparisons.

First, to directly compare the MLTIN_2 and BLTIN groups, two-sample *t*-tests were performed in Conn. To be significant, clusters needed to be within a *p* \< 0.025 FDR corrected (for the DMN and auditory networks, Bonferroni corrected for using two seed regions) or *p* \< 0.0125 FDR corrected threshold (for the DAN, Bonferroni corrected for using four seed regions) at either the cluster or voxel level.

Following this, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) including all six subject groups was conducted in Conn, with significance threshold set at *p* \< 0.025 or *p* \< 0.0125 FDR corrected as appropriate. For the global maximum result in each network, beta-values at significant regions within the ANOVA were also found using the Conn toolbox, which uses REX ([@bb0100]) to extract the mean of the single-subject beta-values within the significant region. The beta-values represent Fisher-transformed correlation coefficient values and are depicted as scatter plots of beta-values vs. subject group (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) using MRI scanner as a covariate of no interest was also conducted using the Conn toolbox to determine whether the results of the ANOVA analysis were related to differences in scanner. Beta-values from this analysis were extracted for significant differences in clusters that included the global maximum from the ANOVA analysis. Exploratory post-hoc *t*-tests on the beta-values were performed to assess which groups were driving the main statistical effect. Significance for these tests was set at *p* \< 0.025 for the DMN and *p* \< 0.0125, but were not corrected for the number of comparisons made and therefore should be considered exploratory findings only.

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

3.1. Resting state analysis of tinnitus severity subgroups {#s0040}
----------------------------------------------------------

No significant differences were found when comparing the MLTIN_2 and BLTIN groups directly in any of the 3 resting state networks examined.

Note that the MLTIN_1 and MRTIN groups were also directly compared to examine the effects of tinnitus duration; this analysis was published previously ([@bb0040]) and was not repeated for this publication. In that study, the only significant finding in the resting state analysis was a significant decrease in the correlation between DMN seeds and the right precuneus in the MLTIN_1 group compared to the MRTIN group.

3.2. Analysis of the auditory network across all groups {#s0045}
-------------------------------------------------------

No significant differences were found in the ANOVA examining the auditory network across the 6 subject groups.

3.3. Analysis of default mode network across all groups {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------------------

In the ANOVA analysis, significant differences across groups were noted in the precuneus at both the cluster and peak level, as well as in the frontal medial cortex and lateral superior occipital cortex. These results are shown in Supplementary Table 1 and [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. The beta-value plots for the global maximum in the precuneus, shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, revealed that the highest average beta-values were noted in the MRTIN group, with the HL and NH controls also showing high values. The BLTIN, MLTIN_1 and MLTIN_2 groups showed distinctly lower beta-values in the precuneus. This observed beta-value pattern remained after the ANCOVA analysis controlling for scanner, as seen in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Exploratory post-hoc *t*-tests revealed significant differences between the NH group and the MLTIN_2 (*t*(28) = 5.73, *p* = 1.90E-06) and BLTIN groups (*t*(24) = 4.71, *p* = 8.68E-05); between the HL group and MLTIN_2 (*t*(21) = 5.34, *p* = 2.72E-05) and BLTIN (*t*(26) = 5.03, *p* = 3.08E-05) groups; and between the MRTIN and MLTIN_2 (*t*(17) = 4.32, *p* = 0.000469) and BLTIN (*t*(24) = 4.41, *p* = 0.000188) groups. Note that the local maxima in the ANCOVA result did differ slightly from the ANOVA analysis, but not in notable ways; the significant regions did change in cluster size and shifted slightly in some cases, but the overall results did not change.Fig. 1Results for the one-way ANOVAs of both the default mode and dorsal attention networks. The global maxima for each network (circled in yellow) was located in the precuneus. In the default mode, the depicted results are significant at an FDR-corrected threshold of *p* \< 0.025 at both the cluster and peak level. For the DAN, the results are significant at *p* \< 0.0125 FDR-corrected at the cluster level only. DMN, default mode network; DAN, dorsal attention network.Fig. 1Fig. 2The individual beta-values for precuneus connectivity to both default mode and dorsal attention network seeds. The listed MNI coordinates correspond to the peak voxel in the significant clusters, which were the global maxima in the ANOVA analysis. Beta-values from an ANCOVA analysis using scanner as a covariate of no interest are also depicted and were extracted from the peak voxel in the cluster containing the global maxima from the ANOVA analyses. DMN, default mode network; DAN, dorsal attention network.For the DMN, using scanner as a covariate, the following exploratory post-hoc *t*-tests were significant at *p* \< 0.025: NH \> MLTIN_2, NH \> BLTIN, HL \> MLTIN_2, HL \> BLTIN, MRTIN \> MLTIN_2, MRTIN \> BLTIN.For the DAN, using scanner as a covariate, the following exploratory post-hoc *t*-tests were significant at *p* \< 0.0125: MLTIN_2 \> NH, BLTIN \> NH, MLTIN_2 \> HL, BLTIN \> HL, MLTIN_2 \> MLTIN_1, BLTIN \> MLTIN_1, MLTIN_2 \> MRTIN, BLTIN \> MRTIN.Fig. 2

3.4. Analysis of dorsal attention network across all groups {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In the DAN, ANOVA analysis revealed a significant difference at two different clusters in the precuneus, at the cluster level only. The results are depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and listed in Supplementary Table 2. The beta-values extracted from the global maximum, depicted in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, revealed that the BLTIN group demonstrated the highest average beta-values, followed by the MLTIN_2 group. The MRTIN group showed the lowest values. After the ANCOVA analysis with scanner as a covariate of no interest, the significant region in the precuneus grew larger, with the local maximum of the region shifting and the two clusters from the ANOVA analysis joining together. Additional significant regions in the precentral gyri and the cerebellum were also observed when correcting for scanner. The beta-value plot centered at this new global maximum demonstrated the same pattern as the plot in the ANOVA analysis. Exploratory post-hoc *t*-test of these beta-values revealed significant differences between the NH and MLTIN_2 (*t*(29) = − 2.67, *p* = 0.0122) and BLTIN (*t*(23) = − 2.92, *p* = 0.00775) groups; between the HL and MLTIN_2 (*t*(28) = − 3.53, *p* = 0.00146) and BLTIN (*t*(21) = − 3.44, *p* = 0.00248) groups; between the MLTIN_1 and MLTIN_2 (*t*(22) = − 3.52, *p* = 0.00195) and BLTIN (*t*(24) = − 3.57, *p* = 0.00154) groups; and between the MRTIN patients with the MLTIN_2 (*t*(25) = − 5.11, *p* = 2.81E-05) and BLTIN (*t*(23) = − 4.64, *p* = 0.000115) groups.

Because the beta-value plots of the DMN and DAN appeared to demonstrate an inverse relationship between the correlation patterns across subject groups, a Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated comparing DMN-precuneus beta-values to DAN-precuneus beta values. The resulting correlation coefficient was − 0.586.

4. Discussion {#s0060}
=============

The aim of this study was to identify differences in resting state functional connectivity patterns that could serve as potential markers of tinnitus across somewhat heterogeneous subgroups. More specifically, we focused on the default mode, auditory and dorsal attention networks, which have been shown to differ between tinnitus and controls and potentially vary across subgroups. A distinct pattern of altered functional connectivity between seeds in the DMN and the precuneus, as well as between seeds in the DAN and the precuneus, was observed, signaling that the connectivity of the precuneus could serve as a marker for long duration tinnitus. Further, the strength of the correlations between the precuneus and these networks could index tinnitus severity.

In the DMN, the BLTIN group exhibited significantly reduced connectivity between the seeds and the precuneus when compared to controls and patients with mild, recent onset tinnitus (MRTIN), both with and without the use of scanner as a covariate of no interest. The MRTIN group appeared to resemble controls, with beta-values in similar ranges as both the normal hearing and hearing loss controls. Tinnitus did not need to be bothersome to see the effect; the MLTIN_2 group showed reduced connectivity to the precuneus when compared to both MRTIN and controls. In the DAN, the patterns were partially reversed, with the BLTIN group showing increased connectivity between the seeds and the precuneus when compared to controls, MRTIN, and MLTIN_1 groups. The MLTIN_2 group also showed increased connectivity to the precuneus when compared to the MRTIN group. The MLTIN_1 group did not show these patterns when compared to controls. Again, this pattern held regardless of whether or not scanner was used as a covariate of no interest. Overall, these results suggest that disrupted connectivity between the precuneus and other default mode regions could be an indicator of long-term tinnitus, with the strength of the disruption correlated with tinnitus severity. Additionally, this reduced connectivity in the DMN is coupled with increased connectivity between the DAN and the precuneus in patients with long-term bothersome tinnitus, though whether it occurs in mild, long-term tinnitus may be variable.

As the precuneus is a hub of the DMN ([@bb0025]), it is not unreasonable to suspect that the alterations in its connectivity could interfere with proper function of the network. An important characteristic of the DMN function involves its relationship with the DAN ([@bb0095]). The DAN demonstrates anticorrelation with the DMN in fixation, eyes open, and eyes closed rest ([@bb0095]). Though initially controversial due to the use of global signal regression in data analysis, the anticorrelated behavior of the networks does hold when global signal regression is not used (for example, [@bb0210]). This relationship has led some to speculate that the brain moves between two distinct, competing processing states, those associated with external (associated with the DAN) and internal processing (associated with the DMN) ([@bb0025]). Importantly, the proper suppression of the DMN has been shown to have an impact on cognition ([@bb0205]). For example, [@bb0110] showed that correlations between a region in the DMN and DAN were negatively correlated to performance on a working memory task. [@bb0240], in their review of DMN activity and connectivity, noted that greater suppression of the DMN (and therefore activation of the DAN) is correlated with better memory formation, and that the more difficult a task is, the greater the network suppression. Thus, disrupted cognitive function in tinnitus patients (for example, [@bb0010]) could be partially attributed to the underlying resting state disruptions seen here.

4.1. Expanding on a model of habituation {#s0065}
----------------------------------------

The results of our study also relate to tinnitus habituation. An underlying assumption is that habituation is inversely related to severity, in that those habituated to tinnitus exhibit mild symptoms and those not habituated report bothersome tinnitus. In a recent review ([@bb0120], [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), we graphically depicted the effects of mild tinnitus on resting state functional connectivity and hypothesized different patterns of activation and connectivity for habituation. In the current paper, we expand upon this model, and propose a relationship between DAN, DMN and tinnitus severity (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). We propose that as tinnitus severity increases, the spontaneous fluctuations of the precuneus begin to switch from their usual patterns (which results in strong correlations with other regions in the DMN) to more closely resemble the patterns found in the DAN. This effect in the DMN also seems to be a continuous variable, i.e. tinnitus severity places participants along a continuum of precuneus correlation. The continuum is implied by the beta-value plots for the DMN (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This finding has possible applications to the evaluation of the efficacy of tinnitus interventions. In the context of these results, an effective tinnitus treatment would result in increased connectivity between the precuneus and the DMN and decreased connectivity between the precuneus in the DAN, thus returning to a control-like state. Longitudinal studies would be required to fully understand the relationship between tinnitus severity, habituation, and resting state functional connectivity.Fig. 3A modification of Fig. 1 from [@bb0120]. An illustration of the effect of tinnitus on resting state functional connectivity, compared to controls. The black boxes correspond to regions of the dorsal attention network, while the white boxes are regions associated with the default mode network. In tinnitus patients, connectivity between the precuneus and the other regions of the default mode is decreased. This effect is more pronounced as tinnitus severity increases. Connectivity between the precuneus and regions in the dorsal attention network are increased in patients with bothersome tinnitus, but the effect is inconsistent in patients with mild tinnitus. The gray boxes and lines indicate findings that were noted previously, but were not replicated in the current study. FEF, frontal eye fields; pIPS, posterior intraparietal sulci; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; parahipp, parahippocampus.Fig. 3

The precuneus has also been shown to be related to conscious and internal awareness ([@bb0055], [@bb0050], [@bb0230]) and thus may play a role in tinnitus generation and persistence. Some hypotheses suggest that conscious awareness is necessary for tinnitus perception Even though tinnitus has reached conscious awareness, often if distractors are provided, the percept can be effectively ignored ([@bb0190]). Tinnitus habituation may therefore be linked to networks of awareness, of which the precuneus plays a key role. Future work should include a more careful examination of such networks.

4.2. Our findings and other tinnitus literature {#s0070}
-----------------------------------------------

Connectivity differences associated with the precuneus have been noted in other tinnitus studies. A disruption of the DMN was also noted by [@bb0145], who noted decreased DMN strength in patients. Additionally, [@bb0165], in their assessment of the auditory network, noted that the connectivity of posterior cingulate and precuneus to several brain regions of interest was positively correlated with severity, as indexed by the THI score. Our study also ascribes a relationship between the patterns of precuneus connectivity and tinnitus severity, although it more specifically parses this association to decreased correlations to the DMN and increased correlations to the DAN. [@bb0170], who probed the resting sate via EEG, also mention the precuneus as belonging to a distress network which includes it as well as the insula and pregenual, subgenual and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.

However, the results of this study do disagree with other aspects of the literature. Specifically, the differences we note between the non-bothersome tinnitus groups and controls (as in [@bb0200]) do not correspond to work by [@bb0250], where no differences between controls and non-bothersome tinnitus were found. Additionally, though previous work ([@bb0135], [@bb0160]), noticed altered functional connectivity between auditory and limbic brain regions, in our analysis across tinnitus subgroups we found no significant connectivity differences in the auditory network. It could be that inter-subject variability may be higher when assessing the AUD; there may still be individuals within each group for whom this network is more affected. Particular connectivity changes may emerge only when specific conditions are met, such as in the presence of a task (as in [@bb0035]) or in possession of a certain combination of tinnitus characteristics.

4.3. Caveats {#s0075}
------------

Our conclusions thus far have relied on group-level results. However, an important aspect of studying tinnitus is accounting for individual variability, which may in turn influence intra- and inter-group variability. Examining [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, which contains the individual beta-values of the precuneus\' correlation with network seeds, reveals large variability in all subject groups in both the DMN and DAN. This individual variability makes it difficult to generalize our results to the broader tinnitus population and is important to keep in mind, in particular in relation to discussion of tinnitus interventions. The proposed relationship between the precuneus, the DMN and the DAN in tinnitus patients may be driven specifically by group-level results.

Disruptions of the DMN are not exclusive to tinnitus; in fact, the DMN plays a role in two key factors related to the subject population included in this study. First, the DMN has frequently been examined in the context of aging, due primarily to studies of Alzheimer\'s disease that have revealed DMN disruption ([@bb0015], [@bb0025], [@bb0195]). [@bb0015] noted a DMN disruption primarily in anterior-to-posterior connections within the network, and further, found disruptions within the DAN as well. Note that in our study, ages were not significantly different across groups, and a subsequent analysis using age and gender as covariates of no interest did not impact results. Because of this, it is unlikely that our results can be attributed to age, but it is important caveat to be aware of in both the context of tinnitus and in a broader study of the DMN.

Second, the DMN has also been shown to be altered in patients with major depressive disorder, a condition that is commonly comorbid with bothersome tinnitus ([@bb0005]). In general, results from studies of the DMN in depression patients indicate a hyperactive network with increased functional connectivity, and it has been suggested that these results relate to the process of rumination ([@bb0260]). For a detailed review of resting state studies of depression, see the paper by [@bb0085]. As indicated in the Methods section of this paper, measures of depression and anxiety (the Beck Depression Inventory, or BDI-II and Beck Anxiety Inventory, or BAI, respectively) were significantly different across groups. This may have had an impact on our results, though the distribution of the scores do not seem to be related to our findings in a clear way. The MRTIN and BLTIN groups had the highest average BAI scores, and the HL, MRTIN and BLTIN groups had higher average BDI-II scores However, as the MRTIN group and BLTIN group demonstrated opposite patterns in precuneus correlations but similar anxiety and depression measures, we would attribute our findings to tinnitus characteristics. Further, our main result of a disrupted DMN in patients with tinnitus is the opposite of what is typically noted in patients with major depressive disorder.

It is also important to note that the results in the DAN were significant only at the cluster-level. [@bb0090] recently raised important concerns regarding the validity of cluster-level results found using SPM, which should be taken into consideration when interpreting our findings. The DMN results, which were significant at cluster and peak levels, are not affected by this concern.

4.4. Future directions {#s0080}
----------------------

Though we did conduct an ANCOVA analysis controlling for the scanner used to verify the validity of the beta-plots in each network, the fact that the participants were collected on two MRI scanners remains a concern. It is encouraging that our results do hold when scanner is used as a covariate, both for the validity of our results and for the feasibility of multi-site, multi-scanner studies of tinnitus. Additionally, including the use of different scanners lends itself to our goal of finding invariant markers of tinnitus (which should also be invariant across scanners). A future study with a large sample size and multiple subgroups, but using one scanner, is necessary to replicate our findings.

It is also important to note that this study does not include participants with THI scores above 50. We expect that in patients with more bothersome tinnitus, as indexed by higher THI scores, the pattern seen in the current study would continue, but the differences with the controls or mild tinnitus groups would be amplified - the precuneus would be even more decoupled from the DMN and more correlated with the DAN. Additionally, there are two concerns relating to the MRTIN group worth noting. First, we defined our recent-onset group as having had tinnitus for between 6 months and one year, but the long-term tinnitus groups had tinnitus ranging from 2 to 40 years. Subdividing these long-term groups\' duration or including tinnitus duration as a precise, continuous variable could provide more insight into patterns of resting state connectivity. Second, the intersection of tinnitus duration and severity needs to be explored in more depth. Our current evidence suggests that changes in precuneus connectivity is a long-term effect and therefore a consequence (not a cause) of having tinnitus. While we did have a mix of tinnitus severities in the MRTIN group, ranging from THI scores of 0 to 34, directly contrasting a recent-onset, bothersome group of patients to a recent-onset mild group would be needed to verify our findings.

Currently, we also cannot make any inferences regarding effective connectivity between the two networks and the precuneus; structural equation modeling of this data would provide more insight into the connections that facilitate this change. Additionally, it is important to note that the precuneus has been discussed in terms of different subdivisions ([@bb0055], [@bb0050]). Future work examining the precuneus in tinnitus should consider dissociating between these subdivisions to gain more insight as to the functional consequences of the altered connectivity.

When performing resting state fMRI studies, it is always important to note that there is scanner noise during data collection. This is particularly relevant when studying tinnitus patients, as the sounds from the scanner can have variable effects on tinnitus perception. In some cases, the tinnitus sound may be masked completely; in others, the scanner noise may exacerbate the sound. This confound may explain the different results involving the MLTIN_1 and MLTIN_2 groups found in the DAN. It is possible that the MLTIN_2 group could perceive their tinnitus during the scan while the MLTIN_1 group primarily did not, though this is purely speculation; information regarding the effect of scanner noise on tinnitus masking was only gathered for the MLTIN_1 group, and of them, only 4 participants could not hear their tinnitus while being scanned. We therefore cannot discuss this issue in depth in the current work.

In addition to the effect of scanner noise on tinnitus perception, all participants could have different experiences while in the MRI scanner. While all participants did observe a fixation cross for the duration of the resting state scans, the thought patterns or mind-wandering they experienced during the scans has a strong amount of individual variability that could influence our results ([@bb0220], [@bb0155]), in particular in the DMN ([@bb0140]). Such factors could, for example, help to explain the differences between the MLTIN_1 and MLTIN_2 groups. Future resting state studies of tinnitus should incorporate tools that attempt to examine the types of thinking occurring during resting state scans, such as the Amsterdam Resting-State Questionnaire ([@bb0075], [@bb0080]). A group of European tinnitus researchers known as [@bb0215] (<http://tinnet.tinnitusresearch.net/>) has also been developing a questionnaire based on the Amsterdam Resting-State Questionnaire that incorporates questions relating to tinnitus, called the TINNET Resting-state Questionnaire, which could be used. Incorporating physiological data, such as heart rate and respiratory measures, can also provide useful information regarding arousal.

5. Conclusion {#s0085}
=============

Our study begins the work of identifying invariant neural correlates of tinnitus across different subgroups, as well as determining measures that are unique to particular subgroups, using resting state functional connectivity. We propose that DMN-precuneus decoupling is a potential marker of long-term tinnitus, though increased tinnitus severity exaggerates this disruption. Further, coupling of the precuneus and DAN at rest is associated with bothersome tinnitus and is not always observed in those with mild tinnitus, possibly due to differences in habituation or more specific facets of tinnitus severity. Mild, recent-onset tinnitus appears to be a unique subgroup of tinnitus patients where resting state functional connectivity patterns have not yet changed from those seen in controls. The results of our study suggest that the efficacy of intervention studies can be investigated by noting changes in the pattern of DMN-precuneus and the DAN-precuneus connectivity; we hypothesize improvement in measures of tinnitus severity would be correlated with increased DMN-precuneus connectivity.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0095}
==============================

Supplementary tables depict the results of the ANOVA analysis of the Default Mode and Dorsal Attention networks, and contrast all six participant groups. Figure 1 contains the visual depictions of these results.Image 1
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[^1]: Age, THI, BAI, BDI-II and pure tone averages are written as mean ± standard deviation. The pure tone average is an average across all tested frequencies (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 kHz) and both ears. For the MRTIN group, PTA is based on data from 6 participants. Laterality information is unavailable for two MLTIN_1 participants, one MLTIN_2 participant, one BLTIN participant, and nine MRTIN participants (due to incomplete audiometric data). Also, for one MRTIN participant, it is unknown whether their unilateral tinnitus was in the left or right ear. F, female; M, male; R, right; L, left; THI, Tinnitus Handicap Inventory; BAI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory.

[^2]: Seed regions were 8-mm spheres centered at the listed Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates.
